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editor's note
Firstly, happy 2021 and welcome to COLINCU -

the first issue of a zine that aims to "Connect

the Links for YOU" through inspiring,

empowering and celebrating!  

I care about the world we live in and the

people within it and believe when people love

their lives, they put their best foot forward and

this positive energy radiates around them

which rubs off onto others.  Armed with life

experience, I have a Bachelor's degree in

Psychology, a Master's degree in Teaching

(Primary) and a Diploma in Professional

Coaching and I aim to combine my knowledge

of the world, skills and experience to help

others.  I 've worked in a number of different

roles over the years, from organising

professional development events and activities

to providing pastoral care through mentoring

and coaching tertiary students to collaborating

with others to develop a wellbeing strategy

that seeks to get to the heart of the cause of

what is causing unnecessary stress.  A lover of

travel and life, and a firm believer in the word

being a powerful tool - I hope you enjoy what

COLINCU has to offer!     

If you have feedback,  an article, product or

story you'd like to share then please get in

touch! I 'd love to hear from you and celebrate

and share what you are up to!

You can also find and follow me on Instagram

and Facebook @tessasillifant

Tessa Sillifant

Coach, Author

magazinecolincu@gmail.com



5  S T E P S  T O  E N S U R E

Y O U R  W E L L B E I N G  C U P  

I S  O V E R F L O W I N G

1 Learn about

yourself

The more you know about yourself,
your likes and dislikes, your pet

peeves, your "can't live withouts" and
the things that make your heart and

soul sing; the more you can look after
yourself and prepare  for those less

than kind days we all have.  
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Self-care is vital but is something
we can often take for granted or
forget to prioritize.  A good night's
sleep, nutritious and nourishing
food, time for yourself, time with
family and friends are all examples
of looking after yourself and your
wellbeing. The Mental Health
Foundation (n.d.) recognises 5
ways to wellbeing which includes
connecting with others, giving
back, taking notice of the simple
things around you which bring you
joy, learning and trying new things
as well as being active.  The list
below has been put together as a
guide to help you carry out some
of those ways to wellbeing.

http://www.tessasillifant.com/
https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/home/ways-to-wellbeing/


T H E  W E L L B E I N G   S E C T I O N

If you know your favourite song makes you come
alive, or going out in nature fuels your soul, find a
way to make it a priority in your life so that you
can enjoy and make time for those moments.
Have a list of action items that don't necessarily
always rely on someone else being there so that
you can pick and choose different activities
depending on various circumstances.  

When we're not feeling our best we can
sometimes find ourselves trapped in a
negative thought spiral.  Take some
time to make a list all of the wonderful
qualities that make you, uniquely you!
You may just surprise yourself at how
many you can list.  

2 Make an 

Action Plan

3
Recognise your

strengths and

qualities
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http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/


We have so much to be thankful for, yet we
can often take the little things for granted.
Once you start a list you'll be surprised at
how much will come to mind.  For example, I
am grateful for the food that nourishes my
body.  I am grateful for the friends and family
I have who care about me.  I am grateful to
be able to do/see/experience/feel etc.

Choose three things to do each day.  This could
be the same three things each day so that it
becomes a routine and habit, or you can mix it
up and change it each week.  From doing a silly
dance, speaking in a funny voice,  emailing a
friend to reminiscing about a happy memory. Or
perhaps watching a funny YouTube video,
telling your favourite joke, doing something for
someone else that makes you feel good or
giving someone a genuine compliment and
seeing their face light up.  The opportunities are
endless!

4 Appreciate all that you

have to be grateful for

5 Challenge yourself to do

something that makes you

smile everyday
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Would you like a free wellbeing workbook
that goes along with these steps?  
Subscribe to the mailing list here: 

http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/
https://tessasillifant.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=22d844361791d143d7088e1c3&id=c84062896b
https://tessasillifant.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=22d844361791d143d7088e1c3&id=c84062896b


MUSIC
DONNA DEAN

Catchy, uplifting and calming, Donna's lyrics are insightful

and her songs are sung from the heart.  An inspirational

journey of overcoming adversity, Donna is an award-winning

artist that has been, and continues to be, recognised for her

talent and enjoyable music. Check out her music here

https://www.donnadeansongs.com/media - songs can also

be found on iTunes.

CLOTHING
LES GIRLS COLLECTIVE

EMPOWERING APPAREL FOR YOUNG FEMINISTS

Helping young girls see themselves as capable individuals

who can achieve what they chose to without allowing

gendered stereotypes to get in the way.  Les Girls Collective

is a brand that provides access to girls clothing, accessories

and prints with powerful messages to help instill young girls

with confidence.  Check out the store here:

https://lesgirlscollective.com/

ART
ETSY - MILVECE

IT TAKES A LOT OF SPARKLE TO BE A NURSE

Our nurses carry the weight of the world on their shoulders and

put their best foot forward day in and day out to care, take

care of and support the needs of those who at this particular

time in their life, are vulnerable. Working long hours but always

wearing a smile they are often our unsung heros.  "It takes a lot

of sparkle to be a nurse" - and we appreciate you and all of our

health care professionals because of it! Image available at

Milvece Shop on Etsy    

Favourite finds
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https://www.donnadeansongs.com/media
https://lesgirlscollective.com/
https://lesgirlscollective.com/
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/932185339/a-lot-of-glitter-pictures-png-to-become?ref=shop_home_active_1&pro=1
http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/


CELEBRATING 
WINNIE THE POOH DAY!

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM  
A.A. MILNE?

About A.A. Milne
Name: Alan Alexander Milne.
Born:  London, 18th January 1882
Occupation: Served in World War I as a
signal officer.  Freelance writer, playwriter and
author.  Was well known for the creation of
Winnie the Pooh and his beloved characters.

About Winnie the Pooh
Winnie the Pooh was published in 1926 and
the character Christopher Robin was named
after Milne's son. Winnie had a number of
friends who he would set off on adventures
with, and these were based upon the cuddly
toys that his son would play with. These toys
now reside in New York's Public Library.    

Milne was not afraid to explore and change
direction. He received a mathematics scholarship,
completed a degree in mathematics but then went on
to pursue freelance writing.

Milne used his surroundings to spark his
imagination and creativity to bring Winnie the Pooh,
Eeyore, Piglet, Owl, Rabbit, Kanga and Roo alive. It is
believed that Ashdown Forest was the setting for the
Hundred Acre Wood and most of the characters were
sparked from his son's toys.  

Each character had strengths and weaknesses that
were celebrated. Their friendships and bond for each
other accepted each other for who they were,
regardless of their characteristic traits.

 

 

 

 

"You're braver than you
believe, stronger than you
seem and smarter than

you think."

I

Favourite quotes
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"It never hurts to keep
looking for sunshine."

"Sometimes the smallest
things take up the most

room in your heart."

http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/


Colincu - connecting the links for you, is a zine
that aims to focus on supporting your
wellbeing through inspiring, empowering and
celebrating! It aims to encourage you to be
true to you, provoke thought and share tips,
information and creative endeavors.

For your chance to have your creative
photograph feature on the front cover of
Colincu, send a photograph that sums up what
Colincu means to you, to
magazinecolincu@gmail.com with your name
and a brief description of the image
highlighting why you believe it should be
featured.

Please only submit photographs that you own
(e.g. where you have taken the photograph
and have permission from anyone featured in
the photograph to be featured on the front
cover).    

Happy snapping!  

COMPETITION TIME!

The Twists and Turns of a Traveller: Life Lessons,
Adventures and Everything in Between shares the highs and
lows of travel life and is filled with insightful tips and advice to
help anyone thinking of venturing out into the world on their
first adventure. It's also an opportunity to reminisce over your
own experiences as you laugh out loud at the adventures of
another.

For your chance to win a free copy of this book - send an
email to magazinecolincu@gmail.com giving feedback on this
zine and mentioning anything you'd like to see in future
issues!
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YOUR CHANCE TO BE FEATURED ON THE
FRONT COVER OF COLINCU!

https://mybook.to/twistsandturnstravel
http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/


CELEBRATING UNIVERSAL LETTER WRITING WEEK

I'm sorry I didn't listen to you. The signs were all there and I should have removed myself from the situation so

that I could recharge and re-center as I clearly wasn't coping, but my sleep-deprived venomous tongue got the

better of me and has damaged a relationship I valued dearly. 

I realize now that I can't please everyone and that it is important to check in with myself to see how I'm doing.  

I realize now that it is okay to say no when I feel overburdened or over-committed and that I shouldn't feel

guilty for doing this to protect myself or my time.  I also realize that in order for me to be the best version of

myself I need to be a fully-functioning, healthy and happy individual, which means getting a good night's

sleep, having healthy relationships (by re-evaluating/removing myself from toxic ones), and actually liking, 

accepting and being comfortable with who I am.

I am going to try and salvage the relationship I had but also vow to myself to listen and trust my instincts in

the future.  I vow to learn to look out for the signs and give myself time to think about my answers when I feel

overburdened and over-committed so that I can formulate a response rather than dive straight into my usual

people-pleasing mode.  I vow to be true to myself and to others by reaching out to my social circle not only for

the fun things but for when I need those social connections to help me feel re-centered so that I can work

towards being the best version of myself.  I also vow not to compare myself with others but instead honor and

appreciate the true, unique qualities that make me who I am.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to reflect on my shortcomings and provide me with a clearer

perspective on the matter so that I can see that I cannot maintain my own "perfectionist" state of play that I

impose upon myself 24 hours, 7 days a week.  Here's to honoring my own well-being and allowing others to do

the same so that we can all aim to be the best version of ourselves.

DEAR RATIONAL SELF,

LOVE ALWAYS,

FROM A WISER, KINDER, HAPPIER AND MORE RATIONAL ME

Universal letter writing week is normally celebrated the second week of January and is an
opportunity to put that pen to paper and let someone know you care.  Whether it's to thank
people for their Christmas wishes and gifts or to say hello; no one can argue that nice warm
feeling you get when you receive mail that lets you know someone is thinking of you!  Below
is a Dear Rational Self letter acknowledging no-one is perfect which provides a twist of
reflection and guidance to move forward from a situation spurred on by needing to take
time out for yourself.  
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A few years ago, I attended a three-day workshop and I wasn't feeling particularly great about myself.  I was in a job where
power play tactics were being directed my way and I felt trapped and at fault for being in a situation I didn't know how to
handle.  My self-esteem and confidence was knocked and I feared people would see whatever it was that those in powerful
situations were seeing as I believed I must be a bad person for getting such awful reactions and responses to for working hard
and trying to get by.  

However when I arrived at the workshop I was overwhelmed by the amazing energy I felt in the room, and instantly realised I
was around my "tribe", people who saw good in others and wanted to make a difference.  Towards the end of the workshop
we gave feedback to each other and people spoke up about their appreciation for the "Kind Eyes" that had been directed their
way after sharing a difficult or challenging event or situation which was acknowledged and empathised with.  My heart warmed
but also saddened at this being mentioned as a big thing because it is something we all have the capacity to do, and is so
powerful, yet the fact that it was acknowledged and mentioned highlighted to me that maybe it doesn't happen as often as it
should.  

So Kind Eyes Unite has been brought to life as a simple, effective starting point to raise awareness that there are things we can
all do to help make our world a better place.  It is something we can all share and do for free through showing our kind eyes
through a smile. We can also reflect on our own behaviours and think about the impact our words and actions have on others.  
We can look past our own thoughts and experiences and take a thought for the shoes that we aren't walking in.  We can
appreciate that we actually have no idea of the life someone else is leading, how they feel, or what life has dealt them and hold
fire on generalizations, stereotypes and unnecessary harmful judgments because our view of our world is based on our own
experiences and values which can be very different from someone else's.  

Kindness and care can so often be down-played but can have such an impact.  A genuine smile is a powerful notion that
releases endorphins that make you feel good.  A genuine smile can show your warmth and sincerity; all of which can shine
through your eyes.  When you smile a chain reaction of smiles occur, which means those happy feelings are being passed on
to those who receive it.  Showing your kind eyes through a smile is achievable with very little effort, is free and is a universal
language spoken by all.  

Reaching out, providing warmth, care and compassion all starts from a smile.    

You have the power within you to make a difference through your own actions and how you see the world.  Embrace 'kind
eyes unite' to show the world your beautiful smile and make an impact; you may just surprise yourself at the difference such a
simple gesture can make. 

If you can't visit or see others right now, turn on the video app and chat, I dare you, go on, smile and pass it on!   

#Kindeyesunite

http://www.tessasillifant.com/
http://www.tessasillifant.com/
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